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OIL SPILL: NEED

For decades you look for the killer Solution,
which is a recovery method that:

 It only absorbs hydrocarbon, without
water, recovering good oil for refinery

 Functions quickly to recover oil before
dispersion, evaporation, sinking

 Functions in any sea, wind conditions

 Do not create special waste and it is not
harmful to the environment

 Have an acceptable production and use
cost

Today face a spill costs between 2,000 and 30,000 euros/ton Fines to 
field ineffective remedies:

• Containment with Barriers
• In situ Burning

Only by surface layer, pollutes atmosphere

• Skimmer and Pumps
Unusable in many situations, inefficient (recovers 80% of water and 
20% oil)

• Absorbent oleophiles
Not Reusable. They generate huge volume of contaminated waste. 
Only used in minis Spill. 

• Chemical dispersants
Toxic. Very harmful to the environment and living species (including 
humans). Scatter Pollution In sea without Recover

• Cleaning coastlines and Bioremedies

Because there are no ways to pick them up quickly, hydrocarbons
remain dispersed in the environment, whether they are
pulverized by chemical dispersants, or left to evaporate and
'natural' dispersion.
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ABSTRACT

Test1 has developed and owns the patent
FoamFlex200.

This revolutionary solution for oil spill treatment
represents an innovation both in terms of the
effectiveness of the clean up and the reduction of
time and costs required.

It ensures that real cleaning in all those situations
where oil is scattered in the oceans, in the rivers, in the
lakes. Currently is retrieved between the 5 and 20%
spilled product, with FoamFlex200 This value can be
increased until over 50% (as already demonstrated in a
real case).
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FoamFlex200 (or PUFF) is an open cell, oleophilic
and hydrophobic expanded polyurethane, 
specifically designed for the absorption of 

hydrocarbons.

1KG = 6 Tons oil spill 



TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION CONFIDENTIAL

MATERIAL WITH 
EXTRAORDINARY 

PROPERTY

• “Modified" Polyurethane: Hydrophobic and Oleophilic, water absorption is <5%

• Absorbs any type of oils and hydrocarbons, even high density or deteriorated
products, for about 30 times its own weight.

• The material saturation time is about a few minutes.

• Reusable, after a simple squeeze, about 200 times. 1Kg of FoamFlex200 can
absorb about 6000Kg of hydrocarbons.

• Resistant and manageable, no practical problem to use it in any condition, it
does not deteriorate (contrary to graphene and coating).



• High absorption rate, can absorb hydrocarbons in a few seconds. It
drastically reduces time and complexity, therefore costs, of intervention.

• Recover spilled oil intact, recovering the economic value of the oil

• It does not create waste, only oil that can be sent to the refinery. 100%
Green, is not harmful to the environment, is not toxic and can be
regenerated at the end of the life cycle.

• It works in all sea and wind conditions, well beyond the operating limits
of skimmers and pumps

PROPERTY OF FF200

REVOLUTIONIZE 
EFFECTIVENESS 
AND ECONOMY 

OF 
INTERVENTIONS

Technology that 
involves a 
paradigm shift for 
industry and 
authority:

From today you 
can and should 
recover the spilled 
oil
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CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS
• FoamFlex200 is included in the official list of absorbent products of the MATTM (Italian Ministry of the

Environment), considered an inert material.

• Tested according to ASTM protocol.

• Tested in the ENI spa laboratories.

• Chosen among the top 10 start-ups in the world in the Oil & Gas sector from the Oil & Gas Technology Center in

Aberdeen.

• European Certificate of Excellence Horizon 2020.

• Winner of Unicredit StartLab 2018.

• Winner CNA changes 2018.

• Selected from the best European startups by MassChallenge.

• Audience Award Winner Global Social Venture Competition 2019
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BENEFITS OF USE

FoamFlex200 could find application possibilities since, at the current state of technology, for
certain operations, it allows an improvement in the performance of clean up activities in
terms of costs, efficiency, effectiveness, timing, minimizing the environmental impact.

• Dispersing substances: practical use but hardly measurable environmental damage.

• Skimmers and pumps: fast and limited use (spilled product on average <15%)

• Absorbent pads: limited and irrelevant use in the management of oil spills.

Currently a maximum percentage of recovery of the spilled product is estimated at 20%.
FoamFlex200 would allow to strongly increase this percentage (as already demonstrated in
field operations, even exceeding 50%).
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Toxic. Very harmful to the environment and living species (including
humans). They disperse pollution into the sea without recovering it.
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1. CHEMICAL DISPERSEES
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Unusable in many situations, inefficient (recovers a high amount of 
water compared to recovered oil)
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2. MECHANICS: SKIMMERS & PUMPS
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Not reusable, high quantities required and to be disposed 
of.
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3. MECHANICS: ABSORBENTS
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• Harmful to the atmosphere
• Not a real solution
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4. OTHERS: FIRE IT
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ADVANTAGES 
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BENEFITS OF USE

Oil spill clean up costs are between $ 2,000 and $ 30,000 per ton (depending on the spilled product, 
geographic location, spill quantity, intervention methodology).

FoamFlex200 allows these costs to be reduced for two main reasons:

• The material has an absorbing capacity of 6 tons

• Most of the clean up costs are attributable to disposal. Unlike skimmers and pumps FoamFlex200 
does not involve the disposal of water even allowing the full recovery of the spilled product.

Unlike the classic Polypropylene pads (usable once), FoamFlex200 can be disposed of after 200 cycles of 
reuse without hydrocarbons in it. 
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SCIENTIFIC 
BACKGROUND



SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND CONFIDENTIAL

INNOVATION: FOAMFLEX200

The PU FoamFlex200 formula has special
additives that prevent the decomposition
of polyurethane by organic molecules,
resulting in a long duration of the sponge
with multiple use (up to 200 times), and
therefore ecologically advantageous



SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND CONFIDENTIAL

INNOVATION: FOAMFLEX200

The FoamFlex200 foam structure is produced in a 
special asymmetrical honeycomb configuration, 
which allows a maximum adsorption of crude oil 
by the sponge (up to 30 times its weight)
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Absorption Absolute value FF200 g 
/ g DIESEL

PETROLEUM 
density 0.85 g / 

ml
10W40

1 cycle absorption 28,13 30,7 34,24

Absorption after n cycles of reuse 31,96 30,41 34,65
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1 cycle absorption

Absorption after
n cycles of reuse

Absorption FoamFlex200 (g / g) 
according to ASTM F726-99 - 30 
'- 80 Cycles -30 "dripping
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FOAMFLEX200: ABSORBENT CAPACITY CONFIDENTIAL

NOTES

• Laboratory tests carried out by Test1 in order to identify the absorbent capacities of
FoamFlex200 in relation to different types of oils.

• Absorbent capacities defined in g / g in absolute value (without dripping) and
according to ASTM protocol F726-99 (30 sec drip).

• Values  certified by an external laboratory.
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H2O Impact- FoamFlex200

TEST N° 6 - ASTM F726-99 W      15' -30" DRIPPING

Sample initial weight End of cycle weight Value x

0,3536 1,0062 1,85

FOAMFLEX 200 & H20 CONFIDENTIAL

NOTES

• In the presence of massive layers of oils, the absorption of H2O by FoamFlex200 is close to 0%.

• In the presence of lower spill thicknesses, the absorption of H2O by FoamFlex200 reaches 5%.

• In the absence of oils, the tests carried out on the FoamFlex200 specimen according to ASTM F726-99 W
show an absorption of H2O equal to 1.85 times the weight of the material.



TOTAL ABSORPTION - COMPARISON CONFIDENTIAL

NOTES

• Polypropylene considered a life cycle equal to 4 reuses.

• FoamFlex200 considered the 200 possible reuses.
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COMPARATIVE TEST OF RESISTANCE TO TRACTION WITH BREAKING LOAD 
ACCORDING TO ASTM D5035 - 11 (2015)

SAMPLE DIRECTION ATRATION RESISTANCE 
[N] +/- s.t.

FOAMFLEX200 SAMPLE MATERIAL 776              +/- 81

POLYPROPYLENE SAMPLE 1 PLOT 34,6 +/- 3,7

POLYPROPYLENE SAMPLE 2 PLOT 129,3  +/- 2,9

POLYPROPYLENE SAMPLE 3 PLOT 21,0  +/- 2,3

RESISTANCE TEST: FF200 Vs PP CONFIDENTIAL

LEGENDA

• Tensile strength (N) +/- s.t: identifies the maximum tensile strength in accordance with ASTM D5035 - 11 (2015) dry with a LLOYD
LR5K dynamometer and a traction speed of 100 mm / min calculated at Newton

• Direction: identifies the direction in which the material is subjected to the breaking load, and more precisely the central material of
the carpet has been stressed in the TEST 1 sample while the fabric weft has been stressed in others.
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FoamFlex200: Viscosity-absorption after 5 min drip

FoamFlex200 Polypropylene Viscosity 20 C / cP

ABSORPTION TEST: FF200 Vs PP

The ability of FoamFlex200 to retain oil is
directly proportional to the viscosity of
the oil.
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CONFIDENTIALFOAMFLEX200: LIFE CYCLE

Crude Oil (GoM)

Crude Oil (UE)

Diesel

Kerosene

Data related to the use of FoamFlex200 in real situations that consider the dripping time
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FoamFlex200 hydrocarbon filtration

HYDROCARBONS Mg/l Months
INITIAL VALUE (untreated) 517 0

FINAL VALUE 1 6,5 1

FINAL VALUE 2 2,7 2

FINAL VALUE 3 0,4 3
FINAL VALUE 12 1,3 12

FOAMFLEX 200: FILTRATION TEST

NOTES

• Values deriving from installations in industrial plants. Filtering systems based on single passage of emulsion by gravity /
communicating vessels.

• Laboratory check carried out by treatment of the solution with petroleum ether solvent (liquid-liquid extraction), 
purification with florosil, reduction of the solvent in nitrogen current, reading in FID gas chromatograph.
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USE



Ports, Boats, Shipping Lines Trucking Companies

Oil companies (refineries, oil platforms)

Environmental Companies

Emergency Response

Governments (Port Authorities, Fire 
Brigades, Civil Protection, ..)

Industries and 
Manufacturing 

Airports,

Military Installations

Gas Stations

COSTUMERS FF200 CONFIDENTIAL



USES

REFINERIES

• Use of FoamFlex200 in place of polypropylene spills for 
refinery spills.

• Use of FoamFlex200 for spills in on shore basins. 

• Use of FoamFlex200 for API tanks.

PLATFORMS

A further field of use of FoamFlex200 is represented by oil 
platforms. Forced by law to maintain constant quantities of 
absorbent materials on board.

FoamFlex200 would allow the availability of a really effective 
absorbent material in case of accidents. In this regard, we point 
out that 1 6 meter container containing 1,500 Kg of FoamFlex200 
carpets, corresponds to 600,000 Kg of Polypropylene pads.
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USES

• Oil terminal

• Tankers, ships

• Ports

• Petrol distributors

• spills on shore

• Internal waters polluted by hydrocarbons

• Tank cleaning

• Road spills

• Transfer of tanks

• Filtration for any process that requires a water oil 
separation
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SUCCESS CASES

FUERTEVENTURA (2018)

Oil Spill: 150 tons of mixed oils, very dense and deteriorated

Estimates of around 7 million euros from the major contractors.

Use of absorbent cream, skimmers and pumps with unsatisfactory results. In particular the skimmers were strongly 
hindered by the presence of solid debris in water and by the strong presence of high density oils. The water / oil
ratio recovered from the skimmers was around 70/30. All this made the operations inefficient, expensive and slow.

70 kg of FoamFlex200 and 2 manual wringers allowed a quick and effective cleaning in a few days, recovering 
between 50 and 70% of the spilled, with a cost of around € 40,000.
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PRODUCT
SPECS



*

FOAMFLEX200 DIMENSIONS

FoamFlex200:

• Thickness: 2.5 cm o 5 cm.

• Width: circa 33cm.

• Lenght: 3mt.
(FoamFlex200 pads can be joined thanks to 
a special Velcro*)
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WRING MACHINE

FF-WRING: AUTOMATIC O PNEUMATIC

Total height: 98 cm 
Tank height: 52 cm
Width: 64 cm
Length: 100 cm
Weight: 65 kg*
Tank volume: 200 L
Power: 0.37 kW 
Squeezing capacity : 150 lt/min

FF-WRING: MANUAL

Total height: 45 cm
Tank height: 38 cm 
Width: 64 cm
Length: 80 cm
Weight: 28 kg
Tank volume: 120 L
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